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AhslrneL rile conslant-pressure heal capacity C,’, for an organic glass (metlianol) as well 
as for its polycryslalline reference stale, hnvr k e n  measured hy rldialxlic calorimetry. 
nle data are then analysed using estimates for the mnstant-voIume conlribulion obtained 
from rcsults of lattice dynamics aIculalionS (for the plycryslal) and molecular dynamics 
calculations (for 1lie glass). The temperature variation of Cp is then compared with 
lha1 derived from llie frequency distributions measured hy incoherent inelaslie neutron 
m?ttering. Tlic excess of vilmlional modes wliich appear in lhe glassy slate and k m m e  
more pronounced nt lemperatures 1dow IO K i s  finnlly discussed ond its origin is 
tentatively assigned. 

1. Introduction 

The anomalous thermal properties of glasses at temperatures well below the 
thermodynamic glass-transition Tg still remain to be understood on a quantitative 
basis. In recent times, most of the known phenomenology which dominates below 
1 K has been successfully accounted for within the framework of the  two-level-states 
(TLS) formalism in terms of tunnelling motions of some (yet to he  specified) atoms 
[l]. In relatively simple systems, such as the orientational glasses formed by alkali- 
halide-alkali-cyanide mixtures, a truly quantitative intcrpretation of thermal (specific 
heats) and transport properties at intermediate temperatures is a t  present emerging 
[Z]. However, the  corresponding properties of topologically disordered solids still 
constitute a challenge for any attempt to account for their origin, which can he  
considered to be as universal as most of the  properties of the glassy state [3]. 

A previous study [4] was devoted to the analysis of the low-frequency dynamics 
of a molecular glass-former (methanol CH,OH) by means of incoherent inelastic 
neutron scattering (INS), as well as molecular dynamics (MD) calculations performed 
for the glassy state alongside lattice dynamics (LD) computations for the polycrystalline 
reference state. The  glass which is formed by quenching the liquid a t  moderate 
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cooling rates is substantially more complicated, due to the presence of the hydrogen- 
bond network, than the current van der Waals glasses formed by complex organics 
or  polymers. Nevertheless it was chosen since the small size of the molecular unit 
enables the comparison of the experimental results with MD calculations performed 
using a sulliciently large number of particles. 

The constant-volume heat C, capacities calculated from the computer results 
were found in the previous study to lie substantially below those determined from 
the vibrational densities of states obtained from the INS experiments, and one  of 
the aims of the present work is to clarify the origins of such a discrepancy. On 
the other hand, the present work will try to assess the reliability of the generalized 
frequency distrihutions (or g( E )  vibrational densities of States) obtained from the INS 
experiments by means of a comparison of the molar heat capacity calculated using 
such distributions with that determined by calorimetric means. For such a purpose, 
experimental measurements of the  constant-pressure heat capacities Cp have been 
carried out, which will enable the quantitative evaluation of the different components 
contributing to the tot31 value. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: section 2 comprises the information 
regarding the experimental measurements; section 3 is devoted to the presentation of 
the main results and approximations; and finally a discussion of the present results as 
well as a comparison with those previously obtained are given in section 4. 

2. Experimental details 

The sample was prepared using commcrcially available methanol and adding distilled 
water up to a concentration of six per cent molar in order to stabilize the glassy 
phase. 

The high-resolution measurementS were carried out using the IN6 time-of-flight 
(TOF) spectrometer located on one  of the cold ncutron guides a t  the lnstitut Laue- 
Langevin (ILL), Grenohle, France. The  MD computations were performed by means 
of temperature quenches of a simulation box containing 256 particles corresponding 
to the equilihrared liquid at T = 300 K 151, with continuous rescaling of the particle 
velocities. WO glass configurations were analysed corresponding to T = 35 K and 
T = 10 K after equilibration lasting 110 ps. The absence of crystallinity was assessed 
by means of computation of the static S ( Q )  structure factors, and the reader is 
referred to the previous work for details concerning the measurements data analysis 
as well as the molecular and lattice dynamics computations. 

Heat capacity measurements were performed using an adiabatic calorimeter. The 
sample container was a 1 cm3 vessel fitted with an  electrical heater and a Minco 
platinum resistance thermometer. A few kPa of helium inside the vessel enables 
rapid thermal equilibration of the sample. A computer controlled data adquisition 
system was used throughout the measurements, and the adiabaticity was controlled 
by means of differential thermocouples installcd between the sample container and 
different parts of the adiabatic shields which were interfaced through the instrument 
program with a digital temperature controller. The molar heat capacity was obtained 
after subtraction of the contribution from the empty vessel which was measured in a 
separate run. 

The quench into the glassy state was achieved by rapid cooling of the liquid a t  a 
rate of about 0.2 K s-', whereas the  polycrystal was formed by slow cooling of about 
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10 K per day. The  absence of any crystalline contamination of the glass was assessed 
by monitoring the complete disappearence of the glass-transition singularity. 

3. Results 

The total heat capacity for a molecular material may he Mitten, after taking into 
consideration the contributions of the internal degrees of freedom, as 

(1) 
c;~(:"'(T) = ~ ; l r a ( ~ )  +  er(^) = c,""" + Aqnh 

Cb"'(T) - C:O'(T) = C p y T )  - C:""(T) (3) 
where the superscripts intra and inter indicate the contributions to these magnitudes 
arising from internal (molecular modes) and external (intermolecular) degrees of 
freedom, a and xr denote the expansion welficient and isothermal compressibility 
and V is the molar volume, CF' comprises both harmonic and anharmonic 
contributions, and the last equation is simply given in terms of the expansivity 
contribution since the internal modes contribute to CP and C; to the same extent. 

The C?" wntrihution a n  he calculated to a reasonable precision by standard 
statistical thermodynamics o n  the hasis of the decoupling of internal molecular modes 
from those of lattice origin, once the molecular vihrational frequencies and geometry 
are known and assuming there is no strong overlap between internal and external 
modes. 

For such an electrical insulator a t  the temperatures and frequency ranges of 
interest, the electronic contributions may he disregarded and, therefore, only the 
internal molecular vihrations contribute significantly to the intramolecular part of the 
heat capacity. The  lowest-lying internal modes correspond to rotations of the methyl 
group (torsional motions) and the stretching of the  C-0 hond, as well as couplings 
between these modes. This contribution can he evaluated easily, once t h e  molecular 
geometry (moments of inertia), and the set of lowest-lying vihrational frequencies a re  
known, from [6, 7 ]  
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where R stands for the gas constant, the first summation runs over the four [8] 
combination modes due to the coupling of the C-0 stretch with torsion and bendings, 
xi = E i / k B T ,  and Z,,, denotes the partition function for the internal methyl 
torsional modes. ?ivo quantities a re  required for the calculation of the latter 
magnitude from the E, internal rotational energy levels, which are the height V, 
of the potential barrier (this was taken from [9] to be 48.3 meV) and the moment 
of inertia of the  methyl group (which was evaluated to be 5.272 x Kg mZ). 
Although the intcrnal high-frequency C-0 stretching vibration does not give any 
significant contribution to the  heat capacity (the value of this quantity for T = 100 K 
gives about IO-’ J K-’ mol-’), the torsional contribution provides about one fourth 
of the total C, at the same temperature. 

In order to estimate the  intermolecular contributions (which include the 
translation and rotation of molecules) the CP( T )  function was evaluated from the 
frequency distributions calculated by means of LD computations for the  polycrystal 
and MD simulations for the glass. The  MD simulations were performed using an 
interaction potential which treats the molecule as a rigid unit and has been validated 
previously for the study of dynamical properties of the cold liquid, crystal and glass 
phases [ S ,  41. The  contributions to the heat capacity from the internal modes are then 
added to those of intermolecular origin since, as mentioned before, all the internal 
contributions appear at  frequencies above 20 meV (232 K), thus being well separated 
from the low-frequency part of the excitation spectra of both polyclystal and glass 
phases. 

The difference between constant-pressure and constant-volume heat capacities is 
customarily given as 

(7) p k l  ,,, ( T )  - C:!?rm(T) = nZVT/x(T) + AC:;nh(T) 

where the last term in the summation comprises all these anharmonic effects of 
intermolecular origin. 

In order to cstimate the contribution due to thermal expansion effects, the molar 
volume data were taken from a recent constant-pressure MD simulation on glassy 
methanol [IO], and the compressibility was estimated from reported values for the 
sound velocity and density [4, 51. The  thermal cxpansion coelficient was calculated 
from the simulation data [ IO]  since c1 = ( l /3 \ / ) (8V/X”)p .  Such a contributions 
h3s been found to he less than 1 J K-’ mol-’ at the highest explored tempcratures 
(around 100 K). 

The  heat capacity values were also calculated from the generalized frequency 
distributions g(  E )  derived from the INS experiments according to the  usual expression 
for molecular materials 

where x = E / k B T .  The  upper limit of the integration ws taken as 40 mev and at 
the lowest temperatures (5 K and I O  K), wrrcsponding to the INS measurements, an 
extrapolation of g(  E )  in E2 was used in order to remove the contamination arising 
from the tails of the broadened elastic line (resolution effects) for energy transfers 
below 0.8 me\! The  LD and MD results werc not affectcd by such a drastic truncation 
since the calculated distributions were extended down to zero frequency, although it 
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was also necessary to perform an  extrapolation in E* in order to prevent spurious 
effects caused by statistical noise which become evident a t  low temperatures @elow 
1 K). 

The  Cp( T )  curves measured for both glass and polycrystalline samples a re  shown 
in figure 1, and a comparison between the calorimetric Cp curves and the neutron 
results at low temperatures is also shown. As can easily he seen, the  curves measured 
by hoth techniques a re  rather close below 100 K for both the glass and crystalline 
cases. The  glass transition is obvious at about T = 105 K which gives rise to a 
short-lived supercooled regime. The absence of such a transition in the crystal data 
is clearly apparent. 

8 0  
7 0  

6 0  
5 0  
4 0  

30 
2 0  

1 0  
0 t 

I 0 2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  1 0 0  1 2 0  

T (K) 

Figure 1. Cnnunnl-pressure lheal apscilirs for polycryslalline (+) and glassy (0) samples. 
l l i e  ful l  circleb show h e  slimales for llie Ileal capaciry nlculalrd from the frequenry 
dirlrihulionr measured ly INS. The inset sliows a comparison of tlir low-temperature 
region of these curves will? the values mlculalrd fmm the neutron m11e”ng f r q u e n q  
distrihulions. 

A comparison between the quantities calculated hy means of 1.D and MD and those 
measured experimentally is shown in figure 2 as C / T 3  curves where data taken from 
[ll] have also been included in order to compare the present measurements with 
previous data corresponding to a high-purity polycrystalline sample. As can clearly 
he seen upon inspection of figure 2(b), some small differences are seen hetween hoth 
sets of measurements especially a t  low temperatures, and on the other hand, rather 
noticeable discrepancies hetween the calorimetric curve and the one computed from 
the LD calculation appear helow 10 K, where the  predicted result lies suhstantially 
above the experimental one. 

The  low-temperature behaviour of the magnitudes corresponding to the glass is 
shown in figure 2(a), where the C / T 3  curves computed from the MD simulation 
are decomposed into rotational and centre-of-mass terms, the sum of these two 
contributions and the rotation-translation coupling terms respectively. Several 
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Figure 2 (0) bw-trmperaturc region of the C : ( T ) / T ’  curves for the glass sample. 
The data mrresponding 10 tlie calorimetric measurement are shown Iy open circles. 
and tlie muiron results by full circlcs. The MD prediction is sliown as a solid line, the 
mtalional mmponcnt (- . . . -) line. the centre-ofhass ly (- . -) and the sum 
of the latter W O  contributions by tlie dashcd line on lop of the solid line. ?he difference 
lrlwrrn the latter C U W ~  and the total MD prediction is due to the coupling terms. ( b )  A 
compilnson ktwecn lattice dynamics (-) and the experimental (t) dor imetnc result 
for the plycrystal .  n w  open circles correspond 10 calolimetric dam taken from [Ill. 

comments are in order regarding this figure. First of all, from comparison of the  
present data with those taken from [ I l l ,  it can he seen that an upper hound of 
temperatures up to where the Dehye law is followed can he &mated to he ahout 
T < 6 K A very approximate estimation of the value of the T’ term contrihuting 
to the heat capacity c a n  hc  made by means of fitting the data corresponding to the 
lowest temperatures using a T’ law and gives a valuc of 0 . 5 0 ~  J K-4 mol-’. O n  
the other hand, the glass shows, as expected, a strong deviation from the behaviour 
followed hy the crystal as the temperature is decreased. From inspection of such a 
graph it can he  seen that 

( i )  The maximum ahove the Dehye d u e  in the C/7’3 curve, which is visible 
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in the calorimetric measurements for the  polycrystal, also appears in the LD result 
which shows a maximum centred at about 12 K. Such a departurc from the idealized 
continuum behaviour should therefore be attributed to the purely harmonic part of 
the heat wpacity, and in particular to the two intense peaks of mostly rotational 
character appearing at about 6 meV in the polycrystalline g(  E )  (sce below). 

(ii) The rise in the heat capacity of the glass with decreasing temperature is 
also borne out by the MD results which show a pronounced maximum at about 3 K. 
Such a feature is clearly attributable to the centrc-of-mass contribution to the specific 
heat, since the rotational and coupling terms show a far smoother hehaviour in this 
temperature range [4]. 

(iii) A noticeahle difference in the absolute values between the simulation and 
experimental results for the glass is clearly apparent below 8 K. Such a discrepancy 
can partly he accounted for if contributions not amenable to classical simulations 
(such as the one  linear in T arising from tunnelling states which should become 
dominant below I K) are introduced heuristically. 

E (mev) 

(-\. L.. (c) 

5 10 1 5  20 25 
E (mev) 

E '  (mev') 

_.. ...--. ...- 
E 
"0 2 .  
r 

n ... - 
W 
m 

0 1 0  20 30 4 0  

E* (mev') 
0 

Figure 3. ( 0 )  The g ( E )  calculated from the MD computer simulation mrreapnnding 
to a tlwrmndynamic S I B L ~  T = 35 K The top line (- - -) represents the told (sum 
of roiatinnd, cmtrenf-m;iss and coupling trmis) function. tlie middle (. . . . . .) is tlie 
rotatinnill contribution, and the lower (-j thr purely centre-ai-mas term. Tlie tntal 
curve Ihx Ixcn normalized to unit area. (b) Vie  Inw-energy pir1 of tlie components 
of the simulated g( E )  venw E2. The mme symbols as in figure 3(a) are used. (cjA 
comparison o i  the neutron g( E )  for T = 35 K (top), T = I O  K (middle) and T = 5 K 
(hxtom). ?lie cuwcs have k e n  normalized to XoT In fxil itnle the mmparison. (d) 
nlc low-energy p n r  of the distributions measured for T = 35 Y T = I O  K and 
T = 5 K versus E2. TIE smie symbols as in Rgure 3(c) are used. 
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0.12- I 

E (mev) 
Figure 4 me solid line sltows the y(  E )  derived 
lrom the LD calculation for l l i e  crystal, the dashed 
line is a Drhye curve drawn by means of fib of llie 
low-energy region to a Debye law, and Ihe croscs 
stand for the distrihulion lor the glas a1 T = 10 K. 

0 4 0  

Figure 5. The solid and dashed lines show lhe 
calculated C.'(T) using lhe INS y( E )  dislributions 
measured at T = 5 K and T = 10 K. (- - -) 
represents the &?me quantity calculated using the 
distribution lor T = 35 K. nir open circles are 
the neutron data calculated using the distributions 
oblained for each temperature and the dasb-dots 
line rcpresrnl the calorimetric Cp. 

(iv) Both C , ( T ) / T 3  curves for the glass and crystal approach rather similar values 
for temperatures above SO K up to the glass transition points which occurs at about 
100 K. 

The  g (  E )  functions of the computer MD simulations are shown in figure 3 as 
well as those corresponding to the lower temperature INS experiments. A comparison 
between the function arising from the LD calculations and the experimental INS data 
for the glass a t  7' = 10 K is given in figure 4. The most salient features concerning 
these functions, for which some  details can he seen in figure 3, and in particular the 
g(  E )  versus E* curves are the following. 

(i) All the curves show a low-frequency regime which can be represented by 
an E2 term. A departure from this behaviour to another with higher exponents 
occurs at frequencies of about 1.5 meV, depending upon the temperature, and a 
further crossover through the  Debye line also occurs at frequencies of ahout 6 meV, 
after which they show an increase substantially below the energy-squared behaviour. 
The experimental data from INS show a similar behaviour for temperatures of 35 K 
and above, although the overlap with the elastic line strongly complicates such a 
comparison. 

(ii) In the glass phase at T = 5 K and T = 10 K a well resolved peak appears 
centred at about 2 meV Such a feature disappears for T = 35 K and above, and the 
relative importance of the excess modes, taken as  the difference between the observed 
and the calculated E 2  curves, decreases as the temperature is raised. A difference 
function, intermediate between the Debye law and the actual g (  E )  measured by INS, 
was calculated. Due to the ahove-mentioned crossovers, it shows a pronounced peak 
locatcd a t  about 4.2-5 mev with temperature-dependent position and width. 

(iii) The  results for g(  E )  from the MD simulation a re  able to reproduce the 
observed hehaviour in a semiquantitative way for temperatures above 10 K. Below 
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this limit, the interparticle potential employed for the calculations seems to he  too 
Crude to account for all the observed features, especially those arising from mostly 
rotational motion, and is therefore are unable to reproduce the peak a t  2 meV seen 
in the experiment. 

(iv) From inspection of figure 4, it can be seen that the well resolved maximum 
in the glass g(  E )  at the lowest achieved temperatures, is located within an  energy 
region where the crystal follows an approximate E* law. Above 5 mev and for the  
crystalline case, the intensity of the two mostly rotational peaks centred at about 
6 meV, severely distorts such an idealized behaviour. A Dehye g (  E ) ,  with the same 
area as the one  calculated by U) can also be drawn. The  calculated value for the 
Debye cutoff frequency is then of ahout 14 m e v  located rather close to the intense 
peak at 14.6 meV which was shown to he characterized by sharp translational and 
rotational components [4]. 

73king into consideration the ahove point, it seems clear that a rather complicated 
temperature dependence is expected for the glass heat capacity, even for relatively 
low temperatures (1&35 K). The term proportional to E* in the density of states will 
give rise to a contribution in T3 a t  low temperatures which should be the dominant 
contribution between 1 K and 5 K (not reached in the present experiments), with 
a larger coefficient for the glass than for the polycrystal. In  order to account for 
the complicated frequency-dcpendcnce observed in the g( E )  commented above, it 
becomes clear that fractional temperature exponents a rc  required in ordcr to account 
for these dependences. Such behaviour has been recognized in most of the glasses 
studied to date [12] and is therefore considered to he a universal characteristic of 
the vitreous state. For temperatures around and below 1 K a linear term from the 
contribution arising from tunnelling between two-level systems should he added hut 
in the absence of measurements performed a t  these temperatures, and also due to 
the complicated temperature dependence exhihited by the C / T 3  curves, no further 
analysis was carried out regarding this topic. 

A comparison hetwcen the g (  E )  distributions derived from the INS measurements 
at T = 5 K, 10 K and 35 K is shown in figure 3(c).  While some features are common 
to the three distrihutions, such as the relatively prominent peak at about 23 meV 
which arises from torsional oscillations (which will he discussed below), a shoulder 
at about 14 meV which can he related to the intense feature appearing in the U) 
calculation of figurc 4, and the excess of modes at low frequencies, there are several 
distinctive features which appear below 35 K. First of all, the manifold of optical 
(mostly rotational) modes which show a maximum a t  about 6-7 meV in both the LD 
and MD results and which is also present in the experimental g(  E )  a t  T = 35 K, has 
virtually disappeared at 10 K and below. This uncovers the well defined peak centred 
at about 2 meV which has been shown to be of harmonic nature [4] from the analysis 
of the temperature dependence of the inelastic intensies at such frequencies. 

In order to shed some light on the drastic changes which occur between 10 K 
and 35 K, which a re  not associated with any clear calorimetric singularity, figure 5 
shows a comparison of the C ( T )  functions computed from the experimental g ( E )  
distributions for T = 5 K, 10 K and 35 K, with the  corresponding theoretical values 
(i.e. every open circle corresponds, as in figure 1, to the vdue  of the heat capacity 
calculated by integration of g (  ,!?)-weighted Einstein modes, a t  the temperature 
corresponding to each measurement), as well as with the C,,(T) function from the 
calorimetric measurements. By inspection, it can be  seen that the <I( E ) s  measured 
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at T = 5 K and 10 K, basically contain the same dynamical information thus leading 
to a prediction for C ( T )  with a high-temperature limit of ahout 23 J K-' mol-', 
somewhat less than what could h e  expected for the case where the rotational motions 
were completely frozen. On the other hand, the curve computed using the g( E )  
measured for T = 35 K contains all the relevant dynamics so that t h e  prediction is 
reasonably close to both the Cp( T )  curve and the experimental points calculated a t  
each temperature individually. T h e  high-temperature limit of this curve also agrees 
with what is expected for a molecular solid of these characteristics. 

In order to assess the predictive capability of the MD simulation, the estimated 
C,(T) curve is compared with the INS results in ligure 6(a) .  As a n  be seen from 
the figure, the estimate of the contribution of internal molecular modes becomes 
relatively important at higher temperatures and, once added to the LD result, a fair 
agreement hetween calculation and experiment is achieved. 

The  low-temperature C / T 3  heat capacities calculated from the neutron g( E )  
functions a re  finally compared with the one predicted from the MD simulation in 
ligure S(h). A strong anomaly is clearly seen as a very prominent peak centred a t  
about T = 0.5 K in the curves ohtained from the experimental densities of states, 
whereas the MD prediction peaks at ahout T = 3 K show a height one  order of 
magnitude smaller than the experimental INS result. 

Finally, the contrihution due to the anharmonic effects of interparticle interactions 
(the anharmonic contrihutions arising from the methyl groups were taken into account 
previously) was estimatcd from C,,(T) - C;(7') - n*VT/,,(T), and some values 
for AC:,?h havc becn ohtaincd using the expansivity values referred to ahove for 
hoth glass and polycrystal cases. In the crystal, thc estimate of the harmonic part of 
Cy was readily ohtained from the  curves resulting from the 1.1) calculation, whereas 
the functions computed from the MD results wcre taken for the glass case. Such a 
proccdure should substantially underestimate the AC:;"" contribution for the glass 
since important anharmonic effects are huilt into the modcl potential used, and 
therefore only a lower limit of this magnitude can he given. The  estimate for AC;nh 
for the crystal shows a quasi-linear temperature dependence, taking negligible values 
up to ahout 25 K and reaching a value of 5.4 J K-' mol-' at %I K The results for 
the glass show a more complicated dependence, showing a maximum at ahout 45 K 
with a value of 2 7  J K-' mol-'. The  relevance of the temperature dependence of 
these magnitudes cannot he assessed due  to the limitations already mentioned, hut 
the order of magnitude for hoth phases can he favourahly compared with a recent 
determination of this wntrihution for hoth polycrystalline and amorphous ice [l3]. 
As a matter of fact, such large anharmonic contributions to the total heat capacity 
can he compared with results derived from a calculation performed hy Leadhetter 
1141 some time ago for hexagonal ice, which in vicw of the recent INS results can 
be considcrcd as a lower hound. Values as large as ten per cent of CV were found 
in this calculation for temperatures near the melting point, whcre ACYh exhihits a 
steep increase, and for temperatures ahout T,/2 (i.e. comparahle to 80 K for the 
methanol polycrystal), a lower hound of 0.6 J K-' mol-' was ohtained. On the other 
hand the experimcntal datum at such temperatures, which was estimated from [13] 
amounts to 1.5 J K-l mol-'. 

From computations of the Dehye-Waller frequency integrals using the calculated 
LD and MU frequcncy distrihutions, values for the total mcan-squared amplitudes of 
vibration of 0.0382 A2 for the polycrystal and 0.0375 A' for the glass, using g( E )  
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mmpa"san with t i le MD prediction (- - -). 
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Figure 7. (a) A compafisoon oi the g ( E )  densities 
of statcs derived from INS on an incoherent 
(hydrogenated) sample ( . . . . .) and a mostly 
colirrrnt (deuterated) sample (-). Both C U N ~ S ,  

wliicli have k e n  calculated up to SO m e v  are 
normalized 10 uniry. (h)A comparison ol  the g ( E )  
results Inr the polycrystalline sample (- - -), the 
w msults (0), L e  INS results inr the inmherent 
sample (+) and t l ~  same quantity from the 
collerrnt counterpan (A). All the C U N ~ S  are 
normalized 10 unity and a t e n d  up l o  SO mcV 

corresponding to T = 10 K, were found. The  interesting point to note is that the 
most important contribution to the total amplitude 0.0219 A2, w m e s  from rotational 
movements, whereas the centre-of-mass motions only amount to 0.0148 A2, and the 
coupling terms account [or the small difference between the total amplitude and 
the sum of rotational and translational contributions. Comparison of such values with 
those calculated for ice [14] a t  low temperatures or measured by INS at moderate ones 
[15], demonstrates the fact that the present results a r e  suhstantially higher than those 
for H,O ice where the total amplitude amounts to 0.0084 A'. The distribution of 
this amplitude between the translational and rotational componenrs also differs since 
the former ones account for more than 91 per cent of the total atomic amplitude for 
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ice hut only 3s per ccnt in methanol. O n  the other hand, the reported experimental 
neutron data which correspond to a temperature of 1M) K, where anharmonic effects 
start to become noticeable, gives a value of 0.0272 A’ [15] for the proton motions, 
which can also he compared with the result of 0.030 A’ obtained from the Leadbetter 
calculation. A comparison with more recent results derived from high-resolution 
neutron diffraction from a single crystal of ice [I61 gives an average value for the 
oxygen motion of O.OOS6 A’, and a somewhat larger value for the average proton 
motion (0.015 A’) for T = 15 K, where the atomic motions a n  be  considered 
purely harmonic in nature. Also, a diffraction study on the low temperature a- 
phase of methanol carried o u t  a t  the same temperature [17], reported values for the 
vibrational amplitudcs of the  methanol protons within the range 0.025Go.0330 A’ 
with an average value of 0.0297 A’, and values of 0.013 A’ and 0.0061 A’ for carbon 
and oxygen respectively. Such experimental findings confirm the substantially larger 
value of the mean-squared amplitudes of vibration in polycrystalline methanol, and 
consequently, it k expected that the ratio of zero-point to static-lattice energy will he, 
in the system under study, higher than that of normal ice. This may explain the large 
value found for the estimate of ACYh. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The calorimetric rcsults reported here c a n  be compared with those measured some 
time ago [11, 181 covering temperature ranges of approximately 5-300 K and 2 s  
110 K respectively. Both sets of data a re  in semiquantitative agreement in the range 
covered by hoth experimcnts, the maximum ditference in absolute values between 
these two sets of experiments being less than 0.5 J K-’ mol-l for the polycrystal and 
somewhat higher for the glass. The  origin of such a discrepancy can he attrihuted to 
the small differences in sample composition hetween the two measurements [19]. 

The  study reported here complcments same previous lindings [20, 211 where the  
collective excitations in this systcm wcre investigated by means of thermal [21] and 
cold [20] neutron spectroscopies using a mostly coherent-scattering (fully deutcrated) 
sample. An analogous hchaviour was noted when analysing the ddta for the coherent 
sample, and a comparison between the g(  E )  for T = 10 K for hoth coherent and 
incoherent scattering samples is shown in figure 7(a). The main diferences between 
the two frequency distrihutions concern the intense peak a t  231 meV in the incoherent 
sample which moves down to 14 meV in the coherent one. This c a n  he  assigned to 
torsional oscillations of the methyl group since a calculation with the potential barrier 
and moment of inertia given ahove predicts a frequency for the first excited s ta te  of 
23.8 meV, and upon deuteration the frequency decreases to ahout 15 meV which can 
he accounted [or after consideration of the different atomic masses involved. O n  the 
othcr hand, the existence of a well defined low-energy peak centred at ahout 2 meV 
k also horne out hy the measurement using a coherent sample. This demonstrates the 
collective origin of these low-enerjg excitations, which are of a harmonic character 

A comparison of the low-frequency region (up to 4 meV) of the glass and 
crystalline g( E )  is finally shown in figure 7(h), where the g(  E )  measured for a 
polycrystalline sample hy INS and the corresponding LD results a re  also included. In 
such a frequency range hoth the experimental and LD results follow an  E’ curve 
quite closely, whereas a clear excess of vibrational modes is seen for hoth incoherent 

141. 
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and mostly coherent glass samples. The  small difference in scale between the two 
curves is attributable to an incomplete averaging of the coherent effects since the 
maximum achievahle momentum transfer was of about 2.5 A-'. The anomaly in the 
heat capacity displayed in figure 2(a) is therefore caused by this low-frequency feature 
since, once the temperature factors a re  introduced, only this low-energy part of g(  E )  
contributes significantly to the heat capacity. 

The  fact that the MD simulation, which uses a purely classical interparticle 
potential, is unable to account for the fine details of t h e  dynamics below 10 K 
seems to indicate that, on the one hand, even at moderately low temperatures purely 
quantum phenomena such as tunnelling centres should be explicitly accounted for, 
and on the other hand one should always take care of the finite-size effects which 
may hecome dillicult to tackle especially at rather low temperatures where long- 
wavelength thermal phonons a re  one  of the dominant excitations. The  existence of 
such tunnelling entities in this particular material will he  explored in the future by 
means of diclcctric-loss measurements 

The  short-range structure of the amorphous phase is known [lo, 41 to he mostly 
composed of a tangled network of long winding chains formed hy molecular units 
each hearing two hydrogen bonds. Apart from the excitations of acoustic origin, 
the lowest-lying modes of such a structure should he those charactcrizcd by small- 
amplitude oscillations around the H. ..O-H honds, which should be able to couple 
to thermal phonons, and thus provide an  elhcient mechanism for the scattering of 
thermal phonons as well as an  cxplanation of the origin of thc observed anomaly in 
the specific heat. Such movements will have to he of a collective nature since the 
concerted motion of man: units is required in order to preserve the structural integrity 
of the chains. A modelling of the interaction potential using oh initio results seems 
to he  a prerequisite for a propcr representation of the p t c n t i a l  cnergy surfaces, 
since the interaction potential employed in the computer simulations [5, 221 is of a 
classical type (six mass points plus three centers of force) and only contains limited 
information rcgarding the fully anisotropic intcractions between particles. 

As a final conclusion, the present work has shown the  prcsence of low-frequency 
cxcitations, peaked a t  about 2 meV, in a molecular glass which are the origin of the 
anomalous behaviour exhihited by the low-temperature hcat capacity. The relevant 
movcments appcar to have much in " n o n  with the known phenomenology of 
long studied cases such as  vitreous silica or  the alkali-halide-alkali-cyanide glasses, 
in the sense that highly co-operative small-amplitude harmonic motions seem to he 
the common cause of the anomalies in the thermal hehaviour of these chemically 
unrelated, amorphous materials. 
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